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one theory was that local cocaine and heroin distributors kept crack out because they feared that once
chicagoans developed an appetite for it, upstart crack dealers might cut into the established drug trade.

but some police officials credited luck and chicagos geographical location at the center of the country
for the relative absence of crack in chicago compared to other large cities. two of them said they were
fairly sure the gangs weren't here yet. other police officials, however, have confirmed the presence of

the los angeles-based crips and bloods gangs in chicago. they played a major role in spreading crack to
a number of midwestern cities. on the streets of the windy city, crime and mayhem have been linked to
the arrival of crack. in the past few years, the citys crime rate has been among the highest in the nation,

according to fbi data. out the gate, the update will reach windows 7 home premium, professional,
ultimate and enterprise users, said joe williams, the general manager of microsofts activation and anti-

counterfeit group. one of them said they were fairly sure the gangs weren't here yet. other police
officials, however, have confirmed the presence of the los angeles-based crips and bloods gangs in

chicago. they played a major role in spreading crack to a number of midwestern cities. on the streets of
the windy city, crime and mayhem have been linked to the arrival of crack. in the past few years, the
citys crime rate has been among the highest in the nation, according to fbi data. another theory was
that local cocaine and heroin distributors kept crack out because they feared that once chicagoans

developed an appetite for it, upstart crack dealers might cut into the established drug trade. but some
police officials credited luck and chicagos geographical location at the center of the country for the

relative absence of crack in chicago compared to other large cities.
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